TNR Appendix B: Cost Estimating Model

Appendix B of the Transportation Needs Report (TNR) is a cost estimating model. The model is
used to estimate the total project costs for major road improvements including engineering, rightof-way acquisition and construction.
Estimated 2020 Average Construction Costs on Major Road Projects

Costs Per Linear
Mile

Costs Per New
Lane Mile

1

Costs Per Linear
Costs Per Linear
Mile on Flat
Adjoining Foot of
Terrain Costs Per Signal
Wetland

Lane Costs

$1,178,000

$562,000

$0

$0

$0

Drainage and
Detention Costs

$1,176,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

Control, Markings,
and Illumination

$740,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

Signal Costs

$0

$0

$0

$285,000

$0

Walls and
Guardrails

$1,161,000

$0

-$809,000

$0

$0

Environmental

$0

$197,000

$0

$0

$480

Curb, Gutter,
Sidewalk, Planter
Strip

$500,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

Total:

$5,357,000

$759,000

-$809,000

$285,000

$480

For calculations, the categories of costs can be collapsed into formula as follows:
Total Estimated Construction Cost = $5,357,000*length (miles) - $809,000*length if flat terrain +
$759,000*new lane miles + $285,000*number of signals + $480*average wetland length (feet)

Notes: These costs are for urban widenings.

1

A lane mile is an area with width equal to one lane (12 ft) and length equal to one mile (5,280 ft)
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Estimated Average 2020 Right-of-Way Costs

The unit costs for right-of-way reflect market conditions for different land-use classes in
different sub areas of the county. The costs shown are per square foot.
Land-Use Class

SW UGA

Other UGA

Urban Low Density Residential, developed

$25

$20

Urban Low Density Residential, undeveloped

$20

$16

Urban Medium Density Residential, developed

$27

$22

Urban Medium Density Residential, undeveloped

$20

$16

Urban High Density Residential, developed

$28

$22

Urban High Density Residential, undeveloped

$20

$18

Industrial, developed

$17

$10

$7

Industrial, undeveloped

$9

$6

$2

Commercial, developed

$45

$35

$13

Commercial, undeveloped

$28

$17

$7

Urban Center, developed

$28

$20

Urban Center, undeveloped

$18

$20

Rural Residential, developed

Outside UGA

$5

Rural Residential, undeveloped

$1.25

Agricultural

$1.50

Right-of-Way Acquisition

The costs associated with acquiring right-of-way are estimated at $10,700 per parcel. ROW cost
include appraisals, reviews, acquisitions, & property management.
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Inflation Factors

Cost estimates used in the TNR are in nominal dollars, meaning they are estimates of what the
different aspects of the projects will cost when they are incurred. In other words, the cost model
assumes inflation will occur and adjusts costs upward to reflect it. Inflation factors are estimated
based on long-term trends in costs (average rate of inflation over ten or more years). The
Engineering News-Record’s national Construction Cost Index is used to estimate inflation
factors for construction costs. Inflation factors for right-of-way (property costs) are based on data
obtained from Washington State University’s Washington Center for Real Estate Research. The
base inflation factors are shown below:
Cost Item
Construction
Right-of-Way Property

Revised 9/16
1.030
1.045

Revised 5/19
1.030
1.050

Change
0.29%
0.48%

Construction Targets and Inflation Factors

The base inflation factors above were used to create tables that estimate the impacts of inflation
for the construction and right-of-way (R/W) phases. The projects were divided into four groups −
short, medium, long range, beyond long range − and the base inflation factors were used to
derive inflation factors for the project phases of each time range. For the model, all projects were
assumed to take six years to complete. R/W costs are estimated with the year-three factor and
construction costs are inflated with the five-year factor of the appropriate range.
Inflation Factors for Short, Medium, Long Range, and Beyond Long Range
Range (Years)
Short Range (2020-2025)
Medium Range (2026-2031)
Long Range (2032-2037)
Beyond Long Range (2038-2050)

R/W Property
(Year Three)
1.158
1.551
2.079
3.733

Construction
(Year Five)
1.159
1.384
1.653
2.500

The source of the inflation factor for construction costs is the Engineering News Record’s
Construction Cost Index. This national index tracks the cost of construction materials and labor.
The ten-year average is used as opposed to annual increases because the inflation factor is used
to estimate inflation for a list of projects that will be constructed over an extended period of time
(2020 to 2050).
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Ten-Year Construction Cost Index from Engineering News Record
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Index
8570
8799
9070
9308
9547
9806
10035
10338
10737
11062
11281

Annual Increase
3.1%
2.7%
3.1%
2.6%
2.6%
2.7%
2.3%
3.0%
3.9%
3.0%
2.0%

10-Yr Average
3.5%
3.5%
3.6%
3.6%
3.6%
3.3%
3.0%
2.9%
3.0%
2.9%
2.8%

Engineering and Mobilization Costs
Last Revised (12/19)
Preliminary Engineering (PE)
Major widenings and new alignments
Preliminary Engineering (PE)
Major intersection improvements

20% of construction costs

25% of construction costs

Construction Engineering (CE)

15% of construction costs

Mobilization

6% of construction costs

Detention Acquisition Area Estimates
Revised (2019)
Widenings: Detention Acquisition Area (square feet per new
lane mile)

36,000 sf flat terrain, 22,500 sf rolling, 24,750 sf
mountainous

New Alignments: Detention Acquisition Area (square feet per
new lane mile)

24,750 sf flat terrain, 15,750 sf rolling, 15,750 sf
mountainous

Bridge Rehabilitation and Replacement Costs (per square foot)
$610 per square foot
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Wetland Mitigation Acquisition Area Estimates
Last Revised (12/19)
Replacement Ratio

1.5 to 1

Buffers

Assumes 100’ buffers for streams and 110’ buffers for wetlands

Wetland Area Acquisition
Costs (per square foot)

For new wetland creation, assumes cost of undeveloped property with Urban Low
Density Residential or Rural Residential Comprehensive Plan designation.

Objective and Uses of the Cost Model
DPW lacks the staff resources to be able to make detailed, engineering-type cost estimates for
the 63 major road projects (39 widenings/6 new alignments/18 intersections) identified as future
needs. The main objective of the cost model is to provide reasonably accurate cost estimates of a
large number of future road projects with a minimum of necessary data inputs. These costs will
be aggregated for their primary uses (fee cost basis and GMA planning). Thus, accuracy in
aggregate is more important than individual accuracy. The estimates from the cost model are
used primarily in aggregate to establish the cost basis of the Chapter 30.66B SCC impact fees
and to estimate expenditures in the GMA Transportation Element. They are also used
individually as inputs into the TNR improvement evaluation process and can serve as planninglevel estimates for preliminary programming in the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).
Impact Fee Cost Basis

The aggregated cost estimates of a set of major road improvements is the basis upon which the
County imposes impact fees on new developments under Chapter 30.66B. Also, when
developers construct improvements that are part of the impact fee cost basis, they receive credits
against their impact fees. The value of the construction, and hence the amount of the credits, is
estimated using the cost model.
GMA Transportation Element

As part of the GMA planning process, future road improvements needed to support development
are identified in the Transportation Element. The costs of these projects is estimated using the
cost estimating model. The costs of these projects is aggregated into the expenditure forecasts
used for the County capital facilities plan (CFP). The CFP also includes the annual “Statement of
Assessment” which uses the same aggregates of estimated project costs.
Improvement Evaluation Process

Every year the identified major road improvements are evaluated against a set of criteria to
establish high, medium or low priority ratings (see appendix K). Estimated project cost is one of
the inputs into this process in criteria for cost effectiveness and accident reduction benefit.
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)

The County’s Transportation Improvement Program is a schedule of transportation capital
improvement projects matched to expected revenues that the County anticipates pursuing over
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the subsequent six years. The TIP is annually updated by Public Works and is adopted by the
Council. The TIP is prepared consistent with the TE and TNR.
Evolution of the Cost Model
The Department of Public Works published the first version of the cost model in the 1990 Road
Needs Report based on unit costs and following an approach that was fairly consistent with
typical engineering cost estimates. The model was updated in 1995 using the same framework
and updating the unit costs. Further minor updates were made in 1998 and 1999.
TNR Cost Model Since 2000

The main uses of the cost model (i.e., aggregates of costs) “opens the door” to the use of a
statistical / average type model. In September of 2000 a major revision was made based on
averages from bid tabs. Since 2000, the cost model has been updated on a biennial basis using
this approach.
Statistical/Averaging Approach Based on Bid Tabs

Engineering Services compiles the bids received from contractors for major road projects. Based
on 21 major road projects dating back to 1998, categories have been developed and each unit
item in the bid lists is assigned to one of the following categories:
Categories of Construction Costs in Cost Model
1

lane costs
prep, grading, paving, rock, materials
utilities and other

2

curb, gutter, sidewalk and planter strip costs

3

signal costs

4

traffic control costs
construction traffic control
temporary and permanent markings
illumination

5

drainage and detention costs
drainage
detention
fences around ponds

6

environmental costs
landscaping, wetland const, erosion control, clean up

7

walls and guardrails
retaining walls
guardrails, handrails
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Recently Finished Projects Used in Cost Model
Year
1998
1999
2001
2001
2001
2003
2003
2003
2004
2004
2004
2004
2005
2006
2008
2008
2009
2013
2014
2016
2018

Project Name
164 ST SE/SW Phase One
Paine Field Blvd
35 AV SE Phase One
228 ST SE
Airport Rd
112 ST SW
132 St SE / Cathcart Way
Marine Drive NE/NW
35 AV SE Phase Two
148th ST SW
164th ST SW Phase Two
Lundeen Park Way Extension
Sno Wood Road
Bev Park / 112th Corridor
20th ST SE Phase One
Bev Park / 52nd Av W Corridor
Granite Falls Alternate Route
52nd AV W / Bev-Ed Rd
North Rd
Seattle Hill Rd
35th AV SE

The costs for these items are taken from the lowest bidder and aggregated into the different
categories for each of the projects. A set of input variables is compiled for the projects including
such data as length of project, new lane miles, wetland length, terrain, etc. This is the basis for
linear regression analysis to determine which input variables have statistically significant
relationships with the costs. These outputs are used to create a cost model which provides
reasonably accurate estimates of the low bid amounts for the projects.
Construction Index Used for Inflation Factors

The set of projects is spread out over time, the first going to bid in 1997. To account for inflation,
the bid costs are increased across categories based upon the most current construction cost index.
Inflation factors are updated based on recent data (see Page 3).
Regression Analysis

The regression analysis shows strong correlations with several key project variables. The five
types of costs are:
1) Costs per linear mile
2) Costs per new lane mile
3) Costs per linear mile on flat terrain

4) Costs per signal
5) Costs per foot of adjoining wetlands

Conclusion

The model meets its objectives of providing reasonable cost estimates with minimal inputs.
While the limited number of inputs leads to cost generalizations at the individual project level,
the cumulative cost projections will tend to balance in the aggregate.
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